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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF OHIO
WESTERN DIVISION
KEVIN SNOWDEN
4195 BLUESTEM DR
LEBANON, OH 45036

Case No. 1:21-cv-428
Judge

OLEY SNOWDEN
1962 FIESTA DR
LEBANON, OH 45036

COMPLAINT

Plaintiffs,
v.
AMY BREWER
CITY OF LEBANON
50 SOUTH BROADWAY
LEBANON, OH 45036
Defendant
INTRODUCTION
1. Plaintiffs bring this action for a declaratory judgment, injunctive relief, and violation of 42 U.S.C.
§1983.
2. This case arises out of the unconstitutional actions of an elected official in “blocking” users from
her Facebook Page. Plaintiffs allege that this violated their right to free speech under the United
States Constitution.
3. Defendant acted under color of state law in maintaining her Facebook Page and banning Plaintiffs
from that page; Defendant's actions, violated Plaintiffs’ right of free speech under the First
Amendment to the United States Constitution
PARTIES
4. Kevin Snowden is the co-owner of a business in Lebanon, Warren County, Ohio. Kevin Snowden
has a residence at 4195 Bluestem Dr, Lebanon, OH 45036.
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5. Oley Snowden is the co-owner of a business in Lebanon, Warren County, Ohio. Oley Snowden
has a residence at 1962 Fiesta Dr., Lebanon, OH 45036.
6. Defendant Amy Brewer is the Mayor of the City of Lebanon, Ohio.
a. Brewer has a principal place of business at 50 South Broadway, Lebanon, OH 45036.
b. Brewer is sued in her official capacity for declaratory and injunctive relief.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
7. This case arises, in part, under the Constitution and laws of the United States, specifically the First
and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution and 42 U.S.C. §1983. Accordingly, this Court
has jurisdiction in this matter pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1343.
8. The injunctive relief sought in this matter is authorized by 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201 and 2202 and Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure 57 and 65.
9. This Court is an appropriate venue for this cause of action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391. The
defendant is a resident of the State in which this district is located and a substantial part of the
events or omissions giving rise to the claim occurred in this district.
FACTS
Facebook
10. Facebook is a popular social media website. Facebook is a social-networking service through its
website— www.facebook.com—and mobile applications. Those applications connect consumer
users of Facebook’s service, who each create a Facebook “profile” showing personal information,
with “Friends” who also have Facebook accounts and profiles (“Friends” or “Facebook Friends”).
11. Facebook had more than 2 billion monthly active users worldwide. Over one hundred million
Americans use Facebook every day to share personal information, such as their real name, date of
birth, hometown, current city, employer, relationship status, and spouse’s name, as well as sensitive
personal information, such as political views, sexual orientation, photos of minor children, and
2
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membership in health-related and other support groups. Users can also provide information about
themselves by indicating that they “like” public Facebook pages.
12. Elected officials create “pages” through which they may interact with the interested members of
the public.
a. Facebook has previously stated, “people are turning to Facebook to find, follow and
connect with candidates and elected officials. And governments are using Facebook to
reach citizens directly and personally. There is a two-way conversation happening where
people share what they care about, and officials get honest, real-time feedback.”
Facebook states, “Facebook’s mission is to give people the power to build community and
bring the world closer together, and governments and advocacy organizations have an
important role to play in this.” https://politics.fb.com/
b. Facebook encourages the use of its pages by local government officials to “connect and
engage with” communities. (https://www.facebook.com/gpa/blog/tips-and-tools-forpublic-service-announcements) Facebook encourages local government officials to use
Facebook to “proactively inform and educate your community,” and “engage… citizens
with official information,” and to “[e]ngage with your community by replying to their
comments.”
13. Facebook allows information to be shared on its sites via “posts” on pages. People who read the
post may respond with comments or questions. The replies are visible to anyone who views the
original post, unless removed by a person with control over the Page or the original post.
14. Facebook allows “tagging.” When a user is tagged in a post, Facebook creates a link to the user’s
profile to the post, and the user who is tagged in notified. If the tagged user's privacy settings are
set to public, the post will show up on their own profile and in the news feed of their friends. It
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may show up on their timeline either automatically or upon approval from them, depending on
how their tag settings are configured.
15. Facebook allows “blocking.” When a user blocks another user, the blocked user is unable to tag
the user or see posts from the user.
16. Facebook allows users to delete specific comments from posts. This can be done without
prohibiting the user who posted the comment from viewing the post or commenting in the future.
Plaintiffs’ Business And Their Dispute With Mayor Brewer
17. Plaintiffs are active in local politics and have a particular interest in the actions of the City of
Lebanon.
18. Plaintiffs own and operate the Lebanon Candy and Sports Cards, LLC. The business, located in
downtown Lebanon, is a retail establishment that sells candy and collectible cards and sports
memorabilia.
19. Plaintiffs had been friends with Brewer for many years, both in “real life” and on Facebook.
20. In June of 2020, the city blocked off the street in front of Plaintiffs’ business to create an outdoor
dining area for socially distanced dining during the pandemic. Oley Snowden called Brewer to
complain about the impact on the business. Brewer responded that there was nothing Plaintiffs
could do about it. After some harsh words were exchanged, Brewer hung up. Plaintiffs have not
spoken with Brewer since that conversation.
21. Plaintiffs hung signs in their business window saying, “Recall Mayor Brewer. She is Bad for
Business.”
22. Plaintiffs later circulated a petition to local businesses. After nearly every business signed the
petition, Brewer falsely accused Plaintiffs of intimidating people into signing the petition.
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The Mayor’s Facebook Page
23. Brewer is an elected officials charged with serving as the chief executive officer of the City of
Lebanon. The City of Lebanon’s authority includes the provision of services, such as fire, police,
and parks as well as the establishment of zoning rules and regulations and other legislative
authority consistent with the Ohio Revised Code.
24. In recent years, the City of Lebanon’s government has focused on issues of state and national
significance beyond issues traditionally addressed by municipal government. Brewer, in particular,
has urged and supports initiatives by the City of Lebanon on issues related to the response to
Covid-19, gun control, and abortion. For example, in spring 2021, the city of Lebanon declared
itself a “sanctuary city for the unborn” as part of legislation barring abortion inside its borders.
25. Brewer’s duties include communicating with his constituents. Brewer’s duties do not specifically
require her to maintain a website for that purpose.
26. Brewer

established

and

maintains

a

Facebook

Page

titled

“Amy

Brewer”

(https://www.facebook.com/amy.brewer.50746) over which she exerts control (the “Facebook
Page”). In the Facebook Page, she describes herself as a “Teacher at Lebanon Schools.”
27. On information and belief, Brewer has administrative control over the Facebook Page, meaning
that she has the ability to post to the page and edit its contents. She also has the ability to remove
comments and prevent people from making further comments on the posts on this page (a/k/a
“blocking” or “banning”).
28. Brewer commonly uses the Facebook Page to address issues of concern to Lebanon residents.
These posts on the Facebook Page by Brewer contain comments, suggestions, and
communications with constituents about public issues.
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29. Brewer commonly uses the Facebook Page to communicate with constituents about issues of
public concern.

She uses the Facebook page to address Lebanon residents and to share

information about government work.
30. Brewer invites and encourages the public to comment on matters of public concern on her
Facebook Page.

Brewer also uses the Facebook Page to solicit participation in Lebanon

government and community initiatives.
31. In posts on the Facebook page, Amy Brewer frequently identifies herself as “Mayor.”
a. On

March

20,

2021,

Brewer

identified

herself

as

“Mayor.”

(https://www.facebook.com/amy.brewer.50746/posts/954425168639014)

b. On

March

21,

2021,

Brewer

identified

herself

as

“Mayor.”

(https://www.facebook.com/amy.brewer.50746/posts/955106798570851)

c. On

March

25,

2021

Brewer

identified

herself

as

(https://www.facebook.com/amy.brewer.50746/posts/957497691665095)
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d. On

March

27,

2021,

Brewer

identified

herself

as

“Mayor.”

(https://www.facebook.com/amy.brewer.50746/posts/958789134869284)

e. On

April

21,

2021

Brewer

identified

herself

as

“Mayor.”

(https://www.facebook.com/amy.brewer.50746/posts/974240919990772)

f. On

May

13,

2021,

Brewer

identified

herself

as

“Mayor.”

(https://www.facebook.com/amy.brewer.50746/posts/987615748653289)

g. On

June

8,

2021,

Brewer

identified

herself

as

(https://www.facebook.com/amy.brewer.50746/posts/1003332850414912)

32. Many of Brewer’s Facebook posts deal with issues of public interest and concern.
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a. On April 20, 2021, she posted about a school levy and other issues on the ballot. She
signed the post as “Mayor.”

b. On June 19, 2020, in a post signed as “Mayor,” Brewer provided community information
about

the

impact

of

Covid-19

in

the

community.

(https://www.facebook.com/amy.brewer.50746/posts/763869447694588)

c. On September 1, 2020, in a post signed as “Mayor,” Brewer provided information about
issues discussed at the city council meeting, including when Halloween would be
celebrated and traffic control issues. She also discussed issues related to Covid-19 safety
measures

for

businesses

and

the

availability

of

financial

https://www.facebook.com/amy.brewer.50746/posts/817536302327902)
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d. On September 15, 2020, Brewer posted a press release from the police about a bank
robbery.

(https://www.facebook.com/amy.brewer.50746/posts/828091114605754)

Brewer responded to questions from citizens about the crime.
e. On September 20, 2020 Brewer posted about a downtown construction project aimed at
improving

pedestrian

(https://www.facebook.com/amy.brewer.50746/posts/817173349030864)

safety.
Brewer

responded to comments by residents about other safety concerns – when one citizen
suggested a four-way stop at an intersection, Brewer respond, “I'll follow up with City on
the idea.”
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f. On October 29, 2020, Brewer, in post signed a “Mayor,” provided an update to the
community

on

how

the

city

was

spending

CARES

funds.

(https://www.facebook.com/amy.brewer.50746/posts/862675751147290)
g. On November 20, 2020, Brewer posted about a decision to cancel a “Keep Christ in
Christmas”

parade

in

the

City.

(https://www.facebook.com/amy.brewer.50746/posts/883658175715714)

She

described criticism of the decision as “a war of pure hatred, bullying, harassment and
intimidation.” On information and belief, Brewer blocked or deleted comments from
people critical of her post. Amazingly for such a controversial topic, as of June 16, 2021,
the post shows about 42 positive comments and not a single negative response.
33. Brewer

also

maintains

a

separate

“Mayor

Amy

Brewer”

Facebook

page.

(https://www.facebook.com/MayorAmyBrewer/) This page appears to be associated with her
prior campaign activities. The page is described in the “About” section as “Campaign Page to ReElect

Mayor

Amy

Brewer

on

November

7th!”

(https://www.facebook.com/MayorAmyBrewer/about/) The page does not have any posts
since 2018.
Brewer Blocks Her Political Opponents
34. Brewer has banned – blocked – those who oppose her policies from seeing, sharing, and
commenting on information on her Facebook Page. This means that her political opponents
cannot see anything Brewer posts on her timeline, tag Brewer, send Brewer an invite, try to friend
Brewer, or start a conversation with Brewer.
35. Brewer acknowledged blocking people or removing comments from people who disagreed with
her positions.
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a. On April 16, 2020, Brewer posted about a letter she had written to Governor DeWine
critical

of

his

approach

to

Covid-19.

(https://www.facebook.com/amy.brewer.50746/posts/719113912170142) In the Post,
she refers to citizens who have been critical of her views. She criticizes “comments to
body shame someone for eating out or someone calling the Health Department on an
identified essential business because it's not their perspective.”
b. On November 10, 2020, Brewer responded to criticism of her positions on the use of
masks and Covid-19. She wrote, “I will be deleting any comments that shame people
because they wear or don't wear a mask, and those who choose to be disrespectful to
others. If you feel the need to share my post go right ahead as we live in a country where
Freedom

of

Speech

is

(https://www.facebook.com/amy.brewer.50746/posts/872600890154776)

valued.”
On

information and belief, Brewer blocked or deleted comments from people critical of here
posts. Amazingly for a social media post, as of June 16, 2021, the post shows about 428
positive responses, but not a single negative responses.
c. Brewer posted that she does not mind criticism. On December 29, 2020 she posted, “As
one of your leaders I have been outspoken in my views and perspectives. I have been
unwilling to sit back and remain silent. My perspective has not always been supported and
that is okay. I believe in the importance of great discussion and a different perspective.
Our country was founded on those principals. 2021 will be no different as I work hard to
represent

our

City.”

(https://www.facebook.com/amy.brewer.50746/posts/906169416797923)
36. Plaintiffs were blocked by Brewer banned from commenting on the Facebook Page beginning in
June 2020.
11
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37. Plaintiffs did not post any offensive, obscene, or threatening comments on the Facebook Page.
a. Plaintiffs’ comments were consistent with the goals and policies of Facebook to “permit
open and critical discussion of people who are featured in the news or have a large public
audience

based

on

their

profession

or

chosen

activities.”

https://www.facebook.com/communitystandards#attacks-on-public-figures. Plaintiffs’
comments did not constitute credible threats to public figures or as hate speech directed
at public figures.
b. Plaintiffs’ comments were consistent with the goals and policies of Facebook that allow
people

to

“speak

freely

on

matters

and

people

of

public

interest.”

https://www.facebook.com/communitystandards#bullying-and-harassment. Plaintiffs’
comments did not purposefully target any person with the intention of degrading or
shaming them.
c. All of the comments by Plaintiffs were in compliance with the Facebook Terms of Service.
https://www.facebook.com/legal/terms.
38. Brewer was aware of Plaintiffs criticism of her policies and has taken other actions to harm
Plaintiffs. In the summer of 2020, Brewer walked up to a group or people standing in front of
Plaintiffs’ store. Brewer told one of Plaintiffs’ best customers that he should not shop there and
that the Plaintiffs are ‘bad people.’ On another occasion, Brewer told the Lebanon Boosters at a
fundraiser not to contact Lebanon Candy and Sports Cards. Plaintiffs’ counsel (not the counsel
for this litigation) has sent Cease-and-Desist letters as a result of these and other incidents.
39. Brewer banned Plaintiffs from the Facebook Page because she was offended by their criticism of
her handling of public issues.
40. On information and belief, Brewer had blocked numerous other individuals who are critical of her
actions in order to create the appearance of public support and silence and marginalize critics.
12
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Those who have been subjected to blocking include those who have been critical of the Mayor’s
policies in regard to guns, Covid-19, and abortion.
41. As of the date of this Complaint, Plaintiffs remain banned from the Facebook Page. As a result,
they remain unable to communicate with the elected officials in the community where their
business is located through the Facebook Page and remain unable to participate in what is
essentially a public form. Brewer’s conduct is on-going and Plaintiffs face continuing harm and
the threat of future harm.
COUNT I
(DECLARATORY JUDGMENT – VIOLATION OF FREE SPEECH PROVISIONS
OF UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION)
42. Plaintiffs repeat and incorporate all of the allegations of this Complaint, as if fully set forth herein.
43. The First Amendment to the United States Constitution, made applicable to the State of Ohio by
the Fourteenth Amendment, guarantees the free speech rights of the Plaintiffs.
44. Brewer is acting under color of state law or undertakes state action in maintaining the Facebook
Page.
45. Brewer is acting under color of state law or undertakes state action in banning the Plaintiffs from
the Facebook Page.
46. Brewer uses the Facebook Page for official communications.
a. Brewer uses the Facebook Page to solicit information from the public about matters of
concern to the City of Lebanon and the community.
b. Brewer uses the comments section of her posts to the Facebook Page to engage with her
constituents.
47. There is a sufficiently close nexus between Brewer’s Facebook Page and the City of Lebanon so
that Brewer’s actions in regards to the Facebook Page may be fairly treated as that of the City of
Lebanon itself. The Facebook Page is inextricably linked to the fact of Brewer’s public office.
13
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48. Brewer, the Facebook Page, and the City of Lebanon are entwined so that it is difficult for
constituents to delineate between them.
a. Brewer’s public office provides the impetus for a large percentage of her posts on the
Facebook Page; those posts and comments arise out of public, not personal,
circumstances.
b. Brewer maintains the Facebook Page for the purpose of providing information to the
public and communicating with his constituents.
c. Since creating the Facebook Page, Brewer has used it as a tool of governance. The page is
one of the means by which Brewer communicates with constituents, receives input on
issues, and holds “back and forth” dialogues with constituents. Brewer frequently uses
the page to keep her constituents abreast important events in local government.
49. Brewer created a forum for speech by creating the Facebook Page.
a. The Facebook Page is a digital space for the exchange of ideas and information in which
Brewer’s constituents may express opinions or post information.
b. Brewer has allowed discussion of issues on the page, has affirmatively solicited comments
from her constituents, and has responded to constituent concerns in her official capacity.
As a result, the Facebook Page a place or channel of communication for use by the public.
c. When users comment on Brewer’s posts, these comments appear below the original post
and includes both the comments to the original post (first-level comments) and comments
and replies to the first-level comments. This creates multiple overlapping 'conversations'
among and across groups of users.
50. Brewer has made efforts to swathe the Facebook Page in the trappings of her office. Among other
things, the many of the posts includes Brewer 's title.
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51. The specific acts of banning Plaintiffs from the Facebook Page arose out of public, not personal,
circumstances. Brewer banned Plaintiffs from the Facebook Page due to their criticism of his
public actions. Brewer, thus, acted out of “censorial motivation” to suppress criticism of a mayor
related to the conduct of her official duties.
52. The Plaintiffs’ speech and comments on the Facebook Page concerns speech protected by the
First Amendment.

Their criticism of official conduct lies at the very heart of the First

Amendment.
53. On information and belief, Brewer has not adopted any policy with respect to the Facebook Page
beyond the terms of service maintained by Facebook. Brewer did not ban Plaintiffs pursuant to
any neutral policy or practice that she has applied in an evenhanded manner.
54. By banning the Plaintiffs from the Facebook Page, Brewer sought to suppress critical commentary
regarding elected officials.
55. Because Brewer operates the Facebook page as a government actor and has designated the page a
public forum, the First Amendment prohibits her from blocking Plaintiffs based on their
viewpoint.
56. Brewer violated Plaintiffs’ First Amendment by engaging in viewpoint discrimination and banning
Plaintiffs from a digital forum for criticizing elected officials.
57. Plaintiffs are entitled to a declaration that Brewer’s actions violated the free speech guarantees of
the United States Constitution.
58. Plaintiffs are further entitled to an injunction prevent Wallace from banning Plaintiffs in violation
of the free speech guarantees of the United States Constitution.
COUNT II
(42 U.S.C. §1983 -- VIOLATION OF DUE PROCESS PROVISIONS OF UNITED
STATES CONSTITUTION)
59. Plaintiffs repeat and incorporate all of the allegations of this Complaint, as if fully set forth herein.
15
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60. This count is brought against Brewer in her Official Capacity for injunctive relief.
61. Brewer has acted under color of law in violating the Plaintiffs’ rights under the First and
Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitutions.
62. Brewer has acted intentionally and with callous disregard for the Plaintiffs’ clearly established
constitutional rights.
63. Brewer’s continued actions against the Plaintiffs are causing substantial, immediate, and
continuing damage to the Plaintiffs.
64. Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. §1983, Plaintiffs are entitled to an Injunction from this Court prohibiting
Brewer from banning Plaintiffs from the Facebook Page.
65. Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. §1988, Plaintiffs are entitled to their attorney’s fees incurred in bringing this
action.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
Plaintiff respectfully requests the following relief:
• On Count I, Judgment Declaring that Brewer has violated the free speech guarantees of the
First Amendment to the United States Constitution, as applicable to the states under the
Fourteenth Amendment;
• On Count II Judgment in favor of Plaintiffs;
• An Injunction prohibiting Brewer from banning Plaintiffs from the Facebook Page in
violation of their constitutional rights; and
• Court costs and other reasonable expenses incurred in maintaining this action, including
reasonable attorney’s fees as authorized by 42 U.S.C. §1988.
Respectfully submitted,
_/s/ Joshua Engel_____________
Joshua Adam Engel (OH 0075769)
Molly Kindness (OH 0099593)
ENGEL AND MARTIN, LLC
4660 Duke Drive, Ste 101
Mason, OH 45040
(513) 445-9600
(513) 492-8989 (Fax)
engel@engelandmartin.com
16
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